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Abstract— The aim of this paper is to give a method for 

reducing the problem of getting trapped in local optima (cycling), 
which is a common problem in evolutionary algorithms. For 
solving this problem we are proposing to use a Tabu method for 
avoiding already visited regions, this in combination with a novel 
fuzzy method that can handle imperfect knowledge in a broader 
way than Intuitionistic fuzzy logic does.  This fuzzy method can 
manage non-contradictory, doubtful, and contradictory 
information provided by experts, providing a mediated solution, 
so we called it Mediative Fuzzy Logic. 
 

Index Terms—Evolutionary Algorithms, Fuzzy Logic, 
Optimization.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental issue in any searching problem is the concept 

of a solution. This concept is very important, since we need it to 
indicate in the search space the locations where solutions are, if 
there are any. Without caring for the characteristics of the 
problem, the solution concept partitions the search space in two 
broad classes:  solutions, and no-solutions. Generally, we can 
distinguish between these two classes by applying 
systematically a test for measuring properties that can be 
present or absent in the selected locations.  Real world search 
problems can be established as optimization problems, since 
usually they are very difficult because they can have a large and 
multimodal search space with several solutions, it is very 
common to accept as good a solution which satisfies the 
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problem rather than getting the optimal one.  A search space 
can have an exponential number of solution concepts applied to 
it. We obtain a particular search problem when we applied a 
particular solution concept to a search space.  Solution concepts 
are intrinsic to search problems, but we have to select and 
implement from a great variety of searching methods, an 
algorithm to obtain solutions for solving different search 
problems.  For consistency, algorithms in the same search space 
must implement the same solution concept, although it is 
known that some algorithms may be more or less efficient than 
others.   Algorithms that implement different solution concepts 
solve different search problems [1]. 

Many search problems require the optimization of a function 
f:A→R, i.e., we want to optimize a given real valued function f 
which is called the objective function or cost function, and to 
find a feasible solution that minimizes or maximizes this 
function is called and optimal solution. Typically A is some 
subset of the Euclidean space Rn, often specified by a set of 
constrains, equalities or inequalities that the members of A have 
to satisfy, in other words, when A∈Rn we have a constrained 
optimization problem, and A is called the constrained set or 
feasible set. At the other hand, when A= Rn we have an 
unconstrained optimization problem.  Considering the next 
optimization problem: 

Minimize f(x) 
Subject to x∈A 

where x is an n-vector of independent variables,  
x=[x1,x2,…,xn]T∈A, and the variables x1,x2,…,xn are referred to 
as decision variables. This optimization problem can be viewed 
as a decision problem that involves finding the “best” vector x 
of the decision variable over all possible vectors in A.  In this 
case the vector x is called the minimizer of f over A.  There are 
also optimization problems that require maximization of the 
objective function [2].     

There are several optimization methods that has been fully 
addressed in the literature [2,3,4,5].  In this paper we are using 
as optimization method the Human Evolutionary Model 
(HEM), which is a novel global optimization method presented 
for the first time in [6].  

In any evolutionary algorithm we have many parameters to 
adjust, and generally they are adjusted by trial and error.   There 
are many parameters used in evolutionary algorithms, for 
example, initial population size, number of crossover points, 
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and the probabilities for the mutation or crossover operators. 
Typically, each parameter is adjusted one at time, since often it 
is unknown how they interact, which may lead to sub-optimal 
choices, since often it is not known how the parameters 
interacts. Parallel tuning of multiple parameters can cause a big 
increment in the size of test that we have to perform. One 
alternative solution is to transfer the resulting parameters of a 
given problem to a new similar one, but there is no guarantee to 
obtain good result using method.  The rigid form of static 
parameters contradicts the dynamic nature of evolutionary 
algorithms (EAs), for example, it will be desirable to use a large 
mutation step in early generations to get a faster approximation, 
and change values to obtain a more accurate solution when we 
detect that we are near to it. Unfortunately, this is not possible 
with fixed parameters, so an intuitive approach is to evolve the 
parameters with the algorithm at the same time. Many different 
procedures have been researched to adapt the parameters. It is 
common that the parameter choice differs strongly from case to 
case, but the main idea is to no longer choose the parameters 
semi-arbitrarily but to let the parameters to auto adapt.  
Self-adaptation is a phenomenon, which makes evolutionary 
algorithms flexible and closer to natural evolution [1].    

HEM is a “Self-adaptive algorithm that evaluates its own 
behavior and changes its behavior when the evaluation 
indicates that it is not accomplishing what the algorithm is 
intended to do, or when better functionality or performance is 
possible”[7]. HEM has the skill of avoiding getting trapped in 
the same region of the landscape, as well to promote the 
evolution towards optimal solution.   

The method for reducing the cycling problem has been 
developed for HEM, so we are giving an explanation of this 
novel evolutionary method in section II. In section III, we are 
explaining the Mediative Fuzzy Model and its relation with 
traditional and Intuitionistic Fuzzy Models. Section IV is 
devoted to show some experimental results focusing in the 
inference system, and finally in Section V we are giving 
conclusions. 

II. THE HUMAN EVOLUTIONARY MODEL 
HEM has been defined as an eight tuple 

( L,E,L,TL,VRAIIS,P,O,SHEM = )    (1) 
where  

AIIS Adaptive Intelligent Intuitive System 
P Population of human N like individuals 
O Single or a multiple objective goals, 
S Evolutionary strategy used for reaching the 

objectives expressed in O 
E Environmental, here we can have predators, etc. 
L Landscape, i.e., the scenario where the evolution 

must be performed 
TL Tabu List formed by the best solution found, 
VRL Visited Region List  

 
In Fig. 1 we are showing a schematic representation of one 

individual in HEM.  It has three parts: a genetic representation 

gr, which can be codified using binary or floating-point 
representation; a set of genetic effects ge, that are attributes of 
each individual such as “physical structure”, “gender”, “actual 
age”, “maximum age allowed”, pheromone level”, etc; these 
attributes give to the algorithm some of the human like 
characteristics that will define in great part, the individual 
behavior. The third part in the individual representation is 
devoted to individual’s fitness values. An individual pi is 
defined as pi=(gri,gei,fvi) where gri=(gri1,…,griM) is a vector (a 
row) of the matrix GR of dimension M × N. The genetic effects 
(gei) are rows in a matrix GE. In this method we can have one 
or several fitness values (fv), so we can handle single objective 
optimization problems (SOOP), and multi-objective 
optimization problems (MOOP). Fitness values are defined as 
vectors fvi in the matrix FVJ×N, in this way we have 
fv=(fv1,…,fvJ).  In this context, a population Pi is defined as 
Pi=(GRi+GEi+FVi). In the attribute geigender, we have the valid 
values set {M,F,0}, in this set M alludes a subpopulation of 
male individuals, F is used for the female subpopulation, and 0 
means that this attribute  will not be considered. 

 
Fig. 1:  Representing one individual in HEM. 
 

The genetic attribute geiactAge contains the actual age of an 
individual; its value corresponds to the number of generation 
that the individual has survived. We can set the maximum life 
expectance for each individual in the attribute geimaxAge.  

The task of the attribute geiphLevel is to leave trace about which 
individuals have been involved in previous generations 
producing good offsprings.  Fig. 2 shows the general structure 
of HEM.  The method consists in:  
1. Create an initial population P0 of size N.  Here, we are 
going to create GR0 and GE0 of population P0.  The 
programmer must provide the range of each coefficient hi in gri 
for creating appropriately GR0. In the same way, the attributes 
of GE0 will be set.   
2. Evaluate GR0.  In this stage we are going to assign the 
corresponding fitness values (fvi) to each gri. With this step, we 
completed the creation of P0.  Sort P0 in ascending order using 
FVi.   
3. Repeat steps 3 to 20 until we fulfill a termination criterion. 
4. Apply to the whole population Pi the “Genetic effect 
operator # 1”.  This operator works on GEi, it will add “1” to 
“actual age” (geiactAge) of each individual of the population. 
5. We apply the operator “Predator # 1” to Pi.  This operator 
verifies the age of each individual of Pi, it will kill individuals 
that reach the attribute (geimaxAge). 
6. The task of “Genetic effect operator # 2” is to mutate some 
of the genetic effects of individuals.  Functionally, the most 
evident is to use geigender.  



 
 

 

7. The operator “Predator # 2” will analyze the actual 
population to verify the gender balance; we want to know if the 
population of male and female individuals is balanced, or at 
least it is into a valid rate. If the population is balance “Predator 
#2” will do not carry out any action, but if the population is out 
of balance, this operator will proceed to balance it by predating 
the dominant subpopulation. For achieving this process, we 
have to select randomly as many individuals as we need and 
change its gender.  We preferred to change the gender of 
individuals instead of killing them because in the process of 
eliminating individuals we could lose some good individuals. 
8. At each generation, the best individual and its fitness 
values (values in MOOP) are saved into a list; this list is 
actually a Tabu list (TL) where previously visited solutions are 
stored.   
9. Select individuals according pyramidal rule. HEM has a 
flexible selection process driven by an adaptive 
intelligent/intuitive system, which can manipulate any 
parameter involved in this process.  Fig. 3 shows a distribution 
in quantity of individuals selected for creating a new 
population. The variable S(g) represent the size of this 
subpopulation at generation g.  In this figure, we are showing 
two ways for creating this new subpopulation, and it is 
controllable by AIIS using the state (enable/disable) of the 
variable TS.  When TS is disable, we select as parents a 
percentage of the best individuals of the actual generation s1(g), 
plus the best individuals selected using a special polarized 
random distribution for favoring individuals with the highest 
pheromone level and fitness value s2(g), and the best 
individuals provided by other techniques s3(g).  When TS is 
enable, we have that more individuals are created using 
methods from TS for continuous optimization s1(g), then we 
have contribution of the best individuals in the actual 
generation s2(g), and individuals from other optimization 
techniques s3(g).  This is a deterministic procedure, and the 
quantities s1(g),  s2(g), and s3(g) can be modified by AIIS.   If 
AIIS decides, we can include some of the individuals store in 
TL. 
10. Increase pheromone level of selected parents.  
11. Repeat steps 11 to 17 until we generate NMAX successors.  
The size of each new population is variable, as well as the 
number of parents selected for mating. In HEM we are 
mimicking human evolution, where successors do not kill their 
parents, and this must be a default condition, but this condition 
can change eventually if evolution decides via their adaptive 
intelligent/intuitive inference system a different situation.  This 
can be controlled using a special genetic effect for this 
situation. 
12.   Apply the recombination operator for obtaining an 
offspring (a new gri).  This step is achieved in concordance of 
what we programmed in the genetic operator geigen; i.e. valid 
combinations are M-F, F-M, and 0 for bisexual recombination.  

 
 
Fig. 2: General structure of HEM. 
 
13. Assign to this new offspring gri their corresponding 
genetic effects, some attributes can be set to a default value, but 
other attributes like geigen must be set randomly. 
14.  “Predator #3” is an operator dedicated to eliminate all 
individuals that lays out a valid landscape. This operator can be 
programmed in two ways: one is to kill all individuals with 
parameter’s values gri  that are out of a valid range, this is a 
very drastic solution. A milder solution is to adjust the 
parameter values gri, modifying only the parameters that are 



 
 

 

out of range, and this is achieved assigning the maximum value 
allowed in the corresponding frontier.  
15.   In this step we apply to the individual (only to gri) the 
mutation operator. 
16.  Apply the operator “Predator # 3”. 
17.  Calculate the fitness value (fvi) for the actual individual. 
18.  If AIIS disables the flag TS; i.e. TS = 0, then continue with 
step 20.  Otherwise, AIIS will begin its respective task 
consisting in determining the degree of cycling; using this 
mechanism we can infer amounts of individuals to save in VRL 
[8], to preserve, to create and to kill. A VRL is defined as 

, where M is the number of all listed 
visited regions; 

( ){ M
iiiiVRL 1,, == ϕρζ }

iζ  is the center of a visited region, which is a 
sphere with radius iρ ; and the frequency of visiting this region 
is represented by iϕ . We devoted section III of this paper to 
explain this part of HEM. 
19.  AIIS will determine the amount of new individuals to 
generate. Individuals should be created considering TL and 
VRL. With TL we can calculate Tabu Regions (TRs) where the 
points in TL are centers of spheres with radius rtr >0.  A 
semi-TR has a radio rSTR and it surrounds TRs. If a trial point lies 
in Semi-TRs, we will need to apply a special procedure which 
creates special neighborhood trial points for avoiding returning 
back to a vicinity of a previous visited solution.   
20. Return to step 3.  
21. This is the end of the program 
 

 
Fig. 3:  Selection pyramidal rule.  This pyramid is divided in three parts; each 
part represents the amount of individuals of each class that HEM is going to use 
for creating the next population.  Here we can see that the best individual of the 
actual population are in the base of the pyramid, so the new population will 
have more individuals of this kind.  AIIS can change the percentage value of 
each part of the pyramid. 

III. MEDIATIVE FUZZY MODELING 
One task of AIIS in HEM is helping to reduce the number of 

iterations where the algorithm is being trapped in local minima. 
AIIS will detect the abovementioned situation rating in 
percentage terms the number of iterations that the algorithm is 
cycled around a fixed point.  Cycling control is divided in two 
main parts: one is to put the already visited regions in a list 
(VRL); the second part is to use an intelligent mechanism to 
decide in the actual population, how many individuals we have 
to remove, how many individuals that are saved or included in 
VRL we have to preserve, the amount of individuals that we 
must eliminate, and the amount of individuals that we have to 

create outside VRL. 
Since knowledge provided by experts can have big 

variations and sometimes can be contradictory, we are 
proposing to use a Contradiction fuzzy set to calculate a 
mediation value for solving the conflict.  Mediative Fuzzy 
Logic is proposed as an extension of Intuitionistic fuzzy Logic 
[9,10]. 

An Intuitionistic fuzzy set A is given by 

( ) ( )( ){ }XxxxxA AA ∈= |,, νμ       (2) 
where [ ]1,0: →XAμ  and [ ]1,0: →XAν  are such that 

10 ≤+≤ AA νμ              (3) 
and ( )xAμ ; ( ) XxA ∈ν  denote a degree of membership 

and a degree of non-membership of respectively Ax ∈
For each intuitionistic fuzzy set in X we have a “hesitation 

margin” ( )xAπ , this is an intuitionistic fuzzy index of Ax ∈ , it 
expresses a hesitation degree of whether x belongs to A or not.  
It is obvious that ( ) 10 ≤≤ xAπ , for each .  Xx ∈

( ) ( ) (xxx AAA )νμπ −−= 1                        (4) 

Therefore if we want to fully describe an intuitionistic fuzzy 
set, we must use any two functions from the triplet [10]. 

1. Membership function 

2. Non-membership function 

3. Hesitation margin 

The application of intuitionistic fuzzy sets instead of fuzzy 
sets [11,12,13], means the introduction of another degree of 
freedom into a set description, in other words, in addition to 

Aμ  we also have Aν  or Aπ .  Fuzzy inference in intuitionistic 
has to consider the fact that we have the membership functions 
μ as well as the non-membership functions ν .   Hence, the 
output of an intuitionistic fuzzy system can be calculated as 
follows: 

( ) νμ ππ FSFSIFS +−= 1                     (5) 

where is the traditional output of a fuzzy system using 

the membership function 
μFS

μ , and is the output of a fuzzy 
system using the non-membership function 

νFS
ν .  Note in 

equation (6) , when π =0 the IFS is reduced to the output of a 
traditional fuzzy system, but if we take into account the 
hesitation margin of π the resulting IFS will be different. 

In similar way, a contradiction fuzzy set in X is given by: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )xxx AA νμζ += min                   (6) 

where ( )xAμ  represents the membership functions, and for 
the variable ( )xν  we are using the term non-agreement instead 
no-membership, because we think this name is more adequate 
when we have contradictory fuzzy sets 

The output is calculated using 
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ζπζπ FSFSMFS ⎟
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⎠
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1    (7) 

In this case, when the contradictory index ζ is equal to cero, 
the system’s output can be reduced to an intituionistic fuzzy 
output or, in case that π =0, it can be reduced to a traditional 
fuzzy output.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiments we are showing in this paper were 

developed for HEM.  These experiments are focusing in 
reducing the problem of being trapped by local optimum, more 
specifically in the part of inferring the amount of individuals to 
create, to eliminate (kill), and to preserve. We used Sugeno 
Inference system to calculate  and    , so the system is 
divided in two main parts:  the inference system of the 
membership function side, and the inference system of the 
non-agreement function side. For the first one, in Fig. 4 we are 
showing the membership functions Small, Medium and Large.  
They are used in a Sugeno Inference System, which in turn 
have three constant type outputs: FSCreate, FSKill and 
FSPreserve.  For the output FSCreate we have the values: 
Nothing=0, Little=0.5, and Many=1; For the output FSKill we 
have: Nothing=0, Little=0.5, All=1; and the output Preserve 
has the values of: Nothing=0, More or Less=0.5, All=1.  At the 
side of non-agreement functions, we have three fuzzy sets: 
NoSmall, NoMedium, and NoLarge, they are shown in Fig. 5.  
They are applied to a Sugeno Inference System with three 
outputs: nCreate, nKill, and nPreserve. For nCreate we have the 
constant values: Nothing=0, Little=0.5, Many=1. For nKill we 
have: Nothing=0, Little=0.5, and All=1. For nPreserve we 
have: Nothing=0, More or Less=0.5, and All =1. Using the 
membership function and the non-agreement functions we 
obtained the hesitation fuzzy set (Fig. 6) and the contradictory 
fuzzy set (Fig. 7).  Finally, the Mediated fuzzy outputs Create 
given by equation (8) will infer the amount of individual to 
create outside VRL, Kill given by equation (9) will infer the 
amount of individuals in actual population that will be 
eliminated, using equation (10) we can calculate the amount of 
individuals to preserve in the actual population (see Figs. 8, 9 
and 10).   

μFS νFS
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Fig. 4: Membership functions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Non-agreement membership functions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6:  Hesitation fuzzy set. 
 



 
 

 

 
Fig. 7: Contradiction fuzzy set. 
 

 
 
Fig. 8:  Mediative Fuzzy System of the Create output. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Mediative Fuzzy System of the Kill output. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Mediative Fuzzy System of the Preserve output. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
It is a fact that the rigid form of static parameters commonly 

used in an evolutionary algorithm to perform its search and 
optimization task contradicts the dynamic nature of 
evolutionary algorithms, so it is beneficial that the algorithm 
evolves with the problem to provide a better solution.  
Self-adaptation is a concept which makes evolutionary 
algorithms flexible and closer to natural evolution.  HEM is a 
versatile evolutionary algorithm because it incorporates the 
human expertise in a special system named AIIS, it is a 
self-adaptive algorithm, and allows the user to interact on-line 
with it.  The method for reducing the cycling problem has been 
developed for HEM, but it can be applied to different 
evolutionary algorithms since it has several desirable 
advantages; evidently, the most important is to avoid getting 
trapped in local optima, so we used a Tabu list of the already 
visited regions in combination with the creation, elimination 
and preservation of individuals of the actual population. The 
last part, concerning population control was implemented using 
an innovative concept that we called Mediative Fuzzy Logic 
(MFL) because it is able to deal with traditional fuzzy sets, as 
well as with imperfect knowledge, this is knowledge with 
hesitation, and contradiction. We consider that this last part is 
very important because Mediative Fuzzy Logic is able to 
handle contradictory knowledge about the same issue provided 
by experts, and if there is no contradiction, or any doubt in the 
knowledge, MFL automatically is reduced to intuitionitistic or 
to traditional Fuzzy Logic.  At present time we are still testing 
HEM, applying the above concepts we have promissory results. 
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